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Aballagh, Mohamed. The Raising of the Veil on the Operation of Calculation of Ibn al-Banna¯ of
Marrakesh [in Arabic], Dhar El-Mehrez: Publications of the Faculty of Letters and Human Sciences,
1994, 360 pp. The author’s 1988 doctoral dissertation on a commentary on the book Digest of Operations
on Calculation by the 14th-century Maghrebian mathematician, Ibn al-Banna¯. See the review by Ahmed
Djebbar in Historia Mathematica 25 (1998), 86–88. (DEZ) #25.3.1
Adachi, Norio. The Dawn of Mathematical Philosophy, Historia Scientiarum 5 (1995), 1–23. The author
attempts to ‘‘throw light upon how purely deductive mathematics was born’’ in the context of Greek
customs and social backgrounds. He notes the importance of rhetoric and contests as well as the
philosophy of the Pythagoreans. As characteristics of mature Greek mathematics, in particular Euclid’s
Elements, the author discerns ‘‘deductionism, archeism (fundamentalism), and abstractionism’’ and
analyzes their origins. See the review by Victor V. Pumbuccian in Mathematical Reviews 97j:01002.
(HEK) #25.3.2
Aı¨ssani, Djamil. Mathematics in Medieval Bougie and Fibonacci, in Leonardo Fibonacci, Il tempo, le
opere, l’eredita` scientifica, Pisa: Pacini Editore, 1994, pp. 67–82. The article presents the political, cultural,
and economic context in which scientific activities in Bougie were developed during the Middle Ages.
It describes certain aspects of mathematical production in this city (science of calculation and algebra),
and it concludes with remarks about Fibonacci, who studied there. (PG) #25.3.3
Albers, Donald J. An Interview with Lars V. Ahlfors, College Mathematics Journal 29 (1998), 82–92.
An interview with the 1936 Fields Medal winner Lasse Valerian Ahlfors (1907–1996). A student of
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Ernst Lindelo¨f and Rolf Nevanlinna in Helsinki, Ahlfors defined the subject of complex function theory
in the mid-20th century. (DEZ) #25.3.4
Al-Sijzı¯. Al-Sijzı¯’s Treatise on Geometrical Problem Solving, Tehran: Fatemi Publishing Co., 1996, xiv
1 36 pp., paperbound. This important work of the Islamic mathematician Al-Sijzı¯ has been translated
and annotated by Jan P. Hogendijk. A Persian translation has been supplied by Mohammad Bagheri.
This 10th-century text resembles G. Polya’s How to Solve It. (DEZ) #25.3.5
Antoci, Salvatore, and Liebscher, Dierck-E. The Third Way to Quantum Mechanics Is the Forgotten
First, Annales Fondation Louis de Broglie 21 (1996), 349–368. The authors draw attention to the fact
that the ideas that later led to the Feynman formulation of quantum physics in terms of integrals over
histories were anticipated in a very explicit fashion by Gregor Wentzel as early as 1924. The authors
sketch Wentzel’s derivation and conjecture answers to the question of why this article was never
associated with the development of the path integral approach to quantum mechanics. See the review
by Kirill V. Kransnov in Mathematical Reviews 97j:01027. (HEK) #25.3.6
Arcavi, Abraham. See #25.3.91.
Atten, Michel. Poincare´ et la tradition de la physique mathe´matique franc¸aise, in Jean-Louis Greffe,
Gerhard Heinzmann, and Kuno Lorentz, eds., Henri Poincare´: Science et philosophie, Berlin: Akademie
Verlag, 1996, pp. 35–44. A study of the negligible effects of Poincare´’s approach to physics that emerged
from his decade of teaching the subject, from 1886 to 1896. (DEZ) #25.3.7
Bagheri, Mohammad. See #25.3.5.
Ball, Joseph A. See #25.3.64.
Banks, David L. A Conversation with I. J. Good, Statistical Science 11 (1996), 1–19. Explores the life
of Irving John Good, the statistician who worked with Alan Turing. Good is credited with assisting the
Allies in deciphering two main secret codes used by the German Army and Navy, using early electromag-
netic and electronic computers and applied Bayesian statistics. (EAM) #25.3.8
Barbieri, Francesco, and Degani, Franca Cattelani, eds. Catologo della corrispondenza di Paolo Ruffini,
Pisa: Edizioni ETS, 1997, 606 pp., paperbound, L 60,000. A catalog of the correspondence of the Italian
physician and algebraist, Paolo Ruffini. (DEZ) #25.3.9
Barrow-Green, June. Joint Mathematics Meetings, BSHM Newsletter 36 (1998), 19–21. Report of the
activities on the history of mathematics held at the January, 1998, AMS/MAA annual meeting held in
Baltimore, as well as a one-day conference in honor of the retirement of the historian of mathematics,
Ubiratan D’Ambrosio. (DEZ) #25.3.10
Barrow-Green, June. Teaching the History of Mathematics Using the World Wide Web, BSHM
Newsletter 36 (1998), 60–61. Report on a mini-course on searching for material on the history of
mathematics and developing study skills using the Internet, taught at the MAA annual meeting in
Baltimore in January 1998. (DEZ) #25.3.11
Basarab-Horvath, Peter. See #25.3.83.
Belna, Jean-Pierre. La Notion de nombre chez Dedekind, Cantor, Frege: The´ories, conceptions, et
philosophie, Paris: Libraire philosophique J. Vrin, 1996, 376 pp., paperbound, FF 198. There is a preface
by Claude Imbert. See also #25.2.12. (DEZ) #25.3.12
Berggren, J. Lennart; Borwein, Jonathan; and Borwein, Peter. Pi: A Source Book, New York: Springer-
Verlag, 1997, 716 pp., hardbound, $59.95. The first source book ever written on f, it documents the
history of f from the dawn of mathematical time to the present. Included are a selection of the
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mathematical literature of four millennia, a variety of historical studies or writings on its cultural meaning
and significance, and additional treatments on f that are fanciful, satirical, and/or whimsical. (DEZ)
#25.3.13
Berggren, J. Lennart. See also #25.3.36.
Berndt, Bruce; Chan, Heng Huat; and Zhang, Liang-Cheng. Ramanujan’s Association with Radicals
in India, The American Mathematical Monthly 104 (1997), 905–911. Descriptions of attempts and methods
used to establish how Ramanujan calculated 107 class invariants. G. N. Watson’s suggestion for one
invariant—‘‘he guessed it’’—is rejected and replaced by a plausible proof. (DEZ) #25.3.14
Bernstein, Sergei N. On the V. A. Markov Theorem, East Journal on Approximations 2 (1996), 245–251.
Translation from Russian of a classical 1938 paper by S. N. Bernstein providing a simplified proof of
Markov’s theorem, first published in 1882 and later, in German, in 1916. (DEZ) #25.3.15
Biard, Joel, and Rashed, Roshdi, eds. Descartes et le Moyen Aˆge, Paris: Libraire philosophique J. Vrin,
1997, 378 pp., FF 240. A collection of papers presented at the Sorbonne in June, 1996, to commemorate
the fourth centenary of the birth of Descartes. (DEZ) #25.3.16
Bienayme´, Olivier. See #25.3.20.
Bkouche, Rudolf. La naissance du projectif: De la perspective a` la ge´ome´trie projective, in Roshdi
Rashed, ed., Mathe´matiques et philosophie de l’antiquite´ a` l’aˆge classique, Paris: E´ditions du CNRS,
1991, pp. 239–285. This paper documents the history and philosophy of the 17th- and 18th-century
perspectivist movement and its influence on the birth of modern projective geometry in the 19th century.
See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 97j:01011. (HEK) #25.3.17
Bo¨lling, Reinhard. Karl Weierstraß (1815–1897) zum Gedenken [in German and English], Journal fu¨r
die reine und angewandte Mathematik 483 (1997), i–iii. Reports on the discovery of an old photo of a
recently rediscovered portrait of Weierstrass painted by Conrad Fehr in 1895. (EAM) #25.3.18
Borel, Armand. Twenty-Five Years with Bourbaki, Notices of the American Mathematical Society 45
(1998), 373–380. Personal recollections of the Swiss author’s years as a close observer and then a member
of Bourbaki. Borel provides two reasons for the group’s prodigious output in spite of seemingly stifling
principles. (DEZ) #25.3.19
Bornet, G. See #25.3.51.
Borwein, Jonathan. See #25.3.13.
Borwein, Peter. See #25.3.13.
Bottazzini, Umberto. See #25.3.35.
Bru, Bernard; Bru, Marie-France; and Bienayme´, Olivier. La statistique critique´e par le calcul des
probabilite´s: Deux manuscrits ine´dits d’Irene´e Jules Bienayme´, Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 3
(1997), 137–239. An analysis of two unpublished manuscripts of Irene´e-Jules Bienayme´, uncovered in
family archives, that offer a critique of statistics based on probability-calculus grounds. The manuscripts
show Bienayme´ defending the Laplacian statistical theory and adding to it. (DEZ) #25.3.20
Bryden, D. J. See #25.3.107.
Bru, Marie-France. See #25.3.20.
Burnett, Charles, and Pingree, David, eds. The Liber Aristotelis of Hugo of Santalla, London: Warburg
Institute, 1997. (RC) #25.3.21
Castells, Margarita, and Samso´, Julio. Seven Chapters of Ibn al-S. affa¯r’s Lost Zı¯j, Archives internatio-
nales d’histoire des sciences 45 (1995), 229–262. Supplies six chapters and part of a seventh chapter of
a Judeo-Arabic manuscript (i.e., Arabic text written with the Hebrew alphabet), as well as original
chapters transcribed in the Arabic alphabet, of the work of the Islamic mathematical astronomer cAbd
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al-Qa¯sim ibn al-S. affa¯r (d. 1035). The bulk of the work of this medieval Spanish astronomer has been
lost. The fragments that are published here deal with astronomical procedures such as the calculation
of lunar and solar eclipses, and the determination of longitude and lunar parallax. The authors provide
extensive mathematical commentary. See the review by George Saliba in Mathematical Reviews
97k:01005. (EAM) #25.3.22
Chan, Heng Huat. See #25.3.14.
Charatonik, Janusz J. Tadeusz Mac´kowiak (1949–1986) [in Polish], Wiadomos´ci Matematyczne 31
(1995), 151–162. A biography of the Polish mathematician, Tadeusz Mac´kowiak, followed by a list of
his publications. (DEZ) #25.3.23
Chemla, Karine, ed. La Valeur de L’example: Perspectives chinoises, Saint-Denis: Presses univ. de
Vincennes, 1997, 156 pp., paperbound, FF 90. This work contains four papers that address the issue of
reasoning by way of examples from a different vantage point, one of which concerns mathematics. The
editor’s ‘‘What is a problem in the mathematical tradition of ancient China?’’ shows that the problems
in the Han classic, Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures, were read as ‘‘examples’’ by the commenta-
tors, and that they did so as part of the traditional Confucian conception of learning. Hence mathematics
serves as an illustration of a field worked out on the basis of examples, and one can describe the practice
of reasoning by examples that were designed to cultivate mathematical activity. (KC) #25.3.24
Chern, S. S.; Kailath, Thomas; Kostant, Bertram; Moore, Calvin C.; and Tsao, Anna. Louis Auslander
(1928–1997), Notices of the American Mathematical Society 45 (1998), 390–395. Reflections on the life
and work of Lou Auslander, who taught at several American universities and worked in several fields
of mathematics. (DEZ) #25.3.25
Christianidis, Jean. Une interpre´tation byzantine de Diophante, Historia Mathematica 25 (1998), 22–28.
The author develops a new interpretation, based on an earlier one from Maximus Planudes in the 13th
century, centered on the notion of proportion. The interpretation applies to all cases of equations with
two unknowns solved by Diophantus. (DEZ) #25.3.26
Chung, Kai Lai. Probability and Doob, The American Mathematical Monthly 105 (1998), 28–35. An
exposition of the contributions of Joseph L. Doob to probability, especially stochastic processes. See
also #24.1.58. (DEZ) #25.3.27
Cohn, Paul M. J. J. Sylvester, One of the ‘‘Invariant Twins,’’ De Morgan Association Newsletter 5
(1997), 3–4. An account of the life and work of James Joseph Sylvester, written for alumni of the
University College London Mathematics Department. (ACR) #25.3.28
Cohn, Paul M., and Perkins, Sarah. A Celebration of William Burnside, BSHM Newsletter 36 (1998),
3–9. The authors report separately on a meeting held in October 1997 to commemorate the centenary
of the publication of William Burnside’s classical book, Theory of Groups of Finite Order. There are
also abstracts of the seven papers presented at the meeting. (DEZ) #25.3.29
Cooke, Roger L. The History of Mathematics: A Brief Course, New York: Wiley, 1997, xiii 1 530 pp.,
hardbound, $59.95. A textbook on the history of mathematics, aimed for undergraduate mathematics
majors and prospective secondary teachers, that follows a fairly standard chronology with an emphasis
on issues rather than biographies. An unusual feature is a section on Roman architecture, engineering, and
geography. The final chapter, ‘‘Contemporary Mathematics,’’ contains sections on professionalization,
developments in the U.S. and Canada, Nazi Germany, and democratization. The author’s knowledge
of Russian has also enabled him to treat contributors not generally covered in comparable texts. (DEZ)
#25.3.30
Cooke, Roger L. See also #25.3.97.
Corry, Leo; Renn, Ju¨rgen; and Stackel, John. Belated Decision in the Hilbert–Einstein Priority Dispute,
Science 278 (1997), 1270–1273. An examination of David Hilbert’s proofs for the general theory of
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relativity reveals that he added crucial elements, perhaps after seeing Einstein’s results. The two had
consulted frequently on the problem. (DEZ) #25.3.31
Craik, Alex D. D. Geometry, Analysis, and the Baptism of Slaves: John West in Scotland and Jamaica,
Historia Mathematica 25 (1998), 29–74. A detailed description of the life and work of the Scottish
mathematician, John West (1756–1817), who taught at St. Andrews until emigrating to Jamaica in 1784
in search of gainful employment. West became a rector in the Church of England, doing mathematics
in isolation in his spare time. This article also examines two posthumously published works of West
that ‘‘give perhaps the earliest full account in English of the ‘continental’ style of calculus’’ [p. 70.]
(DEZ) #25.3.32
Cre´pel, Pierre. See #25.3.113.
Cromwell, Peter R. Polyhedra, Cambridge/New York: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1997, xiv 1 451 pp.,
hardbound, $44.95. This book documents the various ways that polyhedra have occurred throughout
history, from ancient Egypt and China, through classical Greece, up to modern group theory. It combines
the historical development with a rigorous treatment of the mathematics involved. (DEZ) #25.3.33
Dale, A. I. See #25.3.70 and #25.3.71.
De Berg, Kevin C. The Development of the Concept of Work: A Case Where History Can Inform
Pedagogy, Science & Education 6 (1997), 511–527. Historical analysis, particularly of the contributions
of Smeaton and Daniel Bernoulli, may help us understand and resolve current difficulties in the teaching
and learning of the concept of work (as ‘‘force 3 distance’’) and its relation to kinetic and potential
energies. (JGF) #25.3.34
Degani, Franca Cattelani. See #25.3.9.
De Lucia, Paolo; Ferraro, Giovanni; and Palladino, Franco. Alcuni tratti della matematica napoletana
da prima a dopo la repubblica partenopea del 1799 [Neapolitan Mathematics Around the Time of the
Parthenopean Republic of 1799], Rendiconti dell’Accademia della scienze fisiche e matematiche, Serie
IV, Napoli 62 (1995), 225–274. A detailed survey of mathematical research conducted at Naples in the
second half of the 18th century, especially around the time of the Parthenopean Republic of 1799. See
the review by Umberto Bottazzini in Mathematical Reviews 97j:01021. (DEZ) #25.3.35
De Young, Gregg. Ex aequali ratios in the Greek and Arabic Euclidean Traditions, Arabic Sciences
and Philosophy: A Historical Journal 6 (1996), 163–165, 167–213. The author begins with a brief summary
of the cometimes confusing state of current views on the various threads that make up the Arabic
tradition of Euclid’s Elements. He then follows the ideas of ratio ex aequali and perturbed proportion
through the Elements in both the Greek and Arabic traditions. See the review by J. L. Berggren in
Mathematical Reviews 97j:01006. (HEK) #25.3.36.
Dhombres, Jean. Le continu baroque, ou comment ne pas jouer discret, in Jean-Michel Salanskis and
Hourya Sinaceur, eds., Le labyrinthe du continu, Paris: Springer, 1992, pp. 47–60. An explication of the
quadrature of the hyperbola by Gregory of Saint-Vincent and a description of how Gregory overcame
the Euclidean distinction between the continuous and the discrete. (DEZ) #25.3.37
Dixmier, Jacques, et al. Lajos Puka´nsky (1928–1996), Notices of the American Mathematical Society
45 (1998), 492–499. Five commentaries on aspects of the life and work of the Hungarian mathematician
Lajos Puka´nsky, who spent most of his professional career at the University of Pennsylvania. Puka´nsky
is regarded as ‘‘the world’s foremost expert on solvable Lie groups’’ (p. 492). (DEZ) #25.3.38
Djebbar, Ahmed. Les activite´s mathe´matiques dans le Maghreb Central, Universite´ de Paris-Sud,
1997, preprint No. 97, 43 pp. A description of conditions under which there emerged and developed a
series of mathematical activities in some cities in the central Maghreb between the 9th and the 15th
centuries. The description includes links that were woven between these cities and other scientific centers
in the west Mediterranean. The study also presents some mathematicians from this region of the Maghreb
by specifying their known contributions. (PG) #25.3.39
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Djebbar, Ahmed. See also #25.3.1.
Ewald, William, ed. From Kant to Hilbert: A Source Book in the Foundations of Mathematics, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1996, vol. 1: xvii 1 694 pp., vol. 2: xvi 1 706 pages, hardbound; £195. The editor, a
professor of law and philosophy at the University of Pennsylvania, has assembled a selection of the
most important works on the foundations of mathematics in the period from Immanuel Kant’s Critique
of Pure Reason to the work of David Hilbert. (DEZ) #25.3.40
Fauvel, John. James Joseph Sylvester: Poet, De Morgan Association Newsletter 5 (1997), 5–7. An
analysis of the motivation behind the poetry of J. J. Sylvester, in which the author argues that, while
Sylvester’s poetical works may seem somewhat antiquated and melodramatic to the modern reader,
they offer a unique insight into the character and psychological makeup of this deeply emotional and
highly articulate man. (ACR) #25.3.41
Feng, Bin Lu. See #25.3.124.
Ferraro, Giovanni. See #25.3.35.
Field, J. V. The Invention of Infinity: Mathematics and Art in the Renaissance, Oxford/New York:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1997, xii 1 250 pp., hardbound; £29.50, $35. This book presents the interface
between mathematics and art by examining the time when artists were merely ‘‘craftsmen’’ and their
practical mathematics was separate from the mathematics of scholars. It shows how the craftsmen’s
discoveries went beyond the achievements of the ancient Greeks, with infinity acquiring precise mathe-
matical meaning. (DEZ) #25.3.42
Fox, Robert. See #25.3.47.
Ga˚rding, Lars. Mathematics and Mathematicians: Mathematics in Sweden Before 1950, Providence:
American Mathematical Society, 1998, xiii 1 288 pp., $75.00. The author’s own translation of his 1994
Swedish book into English. Combining history with mathematical details, the book begins with the early
18th century but concentrates on the years 1860–1950. In addition to Mittag-Leffler and Fredholm,
many less-known figures are discussed. (LH) #25.3.43
Ga˚rding, Lars. Some Points of Analysis and Their History, Providence: American Mathematical Society,
1997, 88 pp., softbound, $16. A collection of essays on the history and the proofs of some 20th-century
results on analysis and partial differential operators, mostly associated with Swedish mathematicians.
(DEZ) #25.3.44
Garber, David. See #25.3.117.
Garcı´a, Jose´ Barrios. Number Systems and Calendars of the Berber Populations of Grand Canary and
Tenerife in the 14th–15th Centuries, Doctoral Thesis, University of La Laguna (Tenerife, Spain), 1997.
An investigation of the number systems and calendars from the Grand Canary Island and Tenerife
Island. The thesis directors were F. Este´vez (Department of Anthropology, University of La Laguna)
and M. Ziolkowski (Department of Historical Anthropology, Warsaw University, Poland). For more
information on the thesis see the complete abstract in AMUCHMA Newsletter 19 (1997), 5–7. (DEZ)
#25.3.45
Gerdes, Paulus. Ethnomathematik dargestellt am Beispiel der Sona Geometrie, Heidelberg/Berlin/
Oxford: Spektrum Verlag, 1997, 433 pp. German language edition of the three volumes on the geometry
of the ‘‘sona’’ sand drawing tradition in southern-central Africa. The original version (in Portuguese)
was published by the Universidade Pedago´gica, Maputo, in 1993–1994. A French version was published
by L‘Harmattan in 1995. (DEZ) #25.3.46
Gillispie, Charles Coulson. Pierre-Simon Laplace, 1749–1827: A Life in Exact Science, Princeton Univ.
Press, 1997, 304 pp., hardbound, $49.50. The development of the research program of Pierre-Simon
Laplace and his participation in the Academy of Science during the last decades of the Old Regime
and into the early years of the French Revolution. There is also an account by Robert Fox of Laplace’s
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attempt to form a school of young physicists who would extend the Newtonian model from astronomy
to physics, and a summary by Ivor Grattan-Guinness of the history of Laplace’s role in the transform
named after him. (DEZ) #25.3.47
Givant, Steven R., and Huber-Dyson, Verena. Alfred Tarski, a Kaleidoscope of Personal Impressions
[in Polish], Wiadomos´ci Matematyczne 32 (1996), 95–127. A translation from English to Polish by A.
Morawiec, this paper is not an official biography, but rather a collage of personal impressions of the
life and work of Alfred Tarski. Givant is a professor at Mills College who had worked closely with
Tarski. See also #19.1.37 and Mathematical Reviews 97k:01030. (EAM) #25.3.48
Goldman, Jay. The Queen of Mathematics: A Historical Guide to Number Theory, Natick, MA: AK
Peters, 1996, 552 pp., hardbound, $59.95. A textbook that examines number theory as it emerged in
the 17th through 19th centuries, leading to an understanding of today’s research problems on the basis
of their historical evolution. The work of Fermat, Euler, Lagrange, Legendre, and Gauss is included.
(DEZ) #25.3.49
Goldstein, Catherine; Gray, Jeremy; and Ritter, Jim, eds. L’europe mathe´matique. Mythes, histoires,
identite´s, Paris: E´ditions de la Maison des Sciences de l’Homme, 1996, 575 pp., 190 FF. A collection of
essays by 26 scholars from 11 countries presenting various aspects of the European birth and development
of mathematics. (DEZ) #25.3.50
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor, and Bornet, G., eds. George Boole—Selected Manuscripts on Logic and Its
Philosophy, Boston/Basel/Berlin: Birkha¨user, 1997, 305 pp., hardbound, $39.95. An edited selection of
essays written by George Boole (1815–1864) after the publication of his book, An Investigation of the
Laws of Thought, in 1854. The editors relate the essays to Boole’s publications and the historical context
of his time and describe their strange history. The essays were left to the Royal Society Library by
Boole’s wife. Some were meant for a third book on the ‘‘philosophy of logic,’’ which Boole was unable
to complete. Some letters are also included, mainly with Cayley. (DEZ) #25.3.51
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. See also #25.3.47.
Gray, Jeremy. Constructions, Reconstructions, and Images in History of the Body of Mathematics,
BSHM Newsletter 36 (1998), 17–18. Report of a meeting held in September 1997 at the Centre interna-
tional de recherches mathe´matiques at Luminy, near Marseilles, to debate such issues as ‘‘progress’’
and ‘‘revolution’’ in mathematics. (DEZ) #25.3.52
Gray, Jeremy. See also #25.3.50.
Guicciardini, Niccolo`. Newton: Un filosofo della natura e il sistema del mondo, Milan: Le scienze, vol.
1(2) (April, 1998), 108 pp. The latest in a series of biographical surveys of major scientists published
by the Italian arm of Scientific American. Fine perceptive text on all main aspects of Newton’s life and
works, with superb layout and illustrations (including several manuscripts) in the tradition of the parent
magazine. (IGG) #25.3.53
Harbili, Anissa. Mathematics Education in Tlemcen in the 14th Century through the Commentary of
al-‘Uqba¯nı¯ (d. 811/1408), Master’s Thesis, E´cole normale supe´rieure d’Alger (Algeria), 1997. The first
part of the thesis presents the life and work of the Maghrebian mathematician, al-‘Uqbani, and the
mathematical activities in Tlemcen (Algeria) during the 14th century. The second part analyzes his
commentary on the famous manual of Ibn al-Banna (d. 1321) entitled ‘‘Talkhis. a‘ma¯l al-h. isa¯b’’ (‘‘Manual
of Arithmetic Operations’’). The third and final part is a critical edition of the only surviving copy of
the work of al-‘Uqba¯nı¯. The thesis director was Ahmed Djebbar (Universite´ Paris-Sud, Algeria). (DEZ)
#25.3.54
Hayashi, Takao, and Kusuba, Takanori. Twenty-One Algebraic Normal Forms of Citrabha¯nu, Historia
Mathematica 25 (1998), 1–21. An exposition of verses by Citrabha¯nu, a 16th-century mathematician
from Kerala in South India, on the 21 algebraic normal forms, which are pairs of simultaneous equations
in two unknowns. (DEZ) #25.3.55
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Henderson, James P. Early Mathematical Economics: William Whewell and the British Case, Lahnam,
MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 1996. (RC) #25.3.56
Herreman, Alain. Le statut de la ge´ome´trie dans quelques textes sur l’homologie, de Poincare´ aux
anne´es 1930, Revue d’histoire des mathe´matiques 3 (1997), 241–293. An investigation of the place and
status of geometry in various works on homology from Poincare´ to the 1930s. The terms ‘‘geometrical
content’’ and ‘‘geometrical meaning’’ are introduced to study contributions by Poincare´, Veblen, Alexan-
der, Vietoris, and Cˇech. (DEZ) #25.3.57
Hilpinen, Risto. See #25.3.58.
Hinkley, P. L. See #25.3.108.
Hintikka, Jaakko. See #25.3.58.
Hogendijk, Jan P. See #25.3.5.
Houser, Nathan; Roberts, Don D.; Van Evra, James, eds. Studies in the Logic of Charles Sanders
Peirce, Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1997, xvi 1 654 pp., $49.95. A collection of writings on the
logic of the American mathematician, C. S. Peirce. There is a foreword by Jaakko Hintikka and Risto
Hilpinen. (DEZ) #25.3.58
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